
Little Sally Walker  
How it Works 
1. All stand in the circle singing the song. "Little Sally Walker" walks around inside the circle. All 
should be stepping side to side and clapping so that physically active while waiting their turn to 
become Sally Walker. 
2. When the song gets to, "She stopped in front of me and said" the one playing Sally Walker 
stands in front of someone and does a dance move that the outer circle person tries to copy. 
Then the two switch places and new Sally is inside the circle.  
* Extra fun is to make sure everyone says “Stop” very dramatically! 
 
Little Sally Walker  
Walking down the street.  
She didn't have a partner 
She stopped in front of me and said 
 "Hey girl, do your thing, 
Do your thing, stop! 
Hey girl do your thing  
Do your thing, stop!"   
 
Algonquin Chant 
Leader says the first line and everyone repeats after leader. 
Hey, olay olay  (hands on hips) 
Oli tiki tonga  (arms side to side) 
A wasa, wasa, wasa  (arms up and down by knees) 
Hey,  olay, olay, ah ley, wooh! (arms waving above head; jump on wooh) 
  
1st time:  normal volume 
2nd time:  very quiet 
3rd time:  very loud 
 

Kunja 
How it Works 
A silly and fun game that takes the concept of a game called Bunny and amps it up!! This is 
excellent not only for physically warming up, but also for articulation and teamwork. 
1. Stand in a circle, and get a medium-speed beat going by having everyone clap their hands 
against their thighs as they chant “kunja, kunja!” (coon-jah) 

2. One person will start off by making bunny ears with their fingers towards themselves twice 
while saying “bunny, bunny,” then making bunny ears towards someone else in the circle twice 
while again saying “bunny, bunny,” all on the beat. The person who got the bunny ears then 
does the same thing, towards themselves, then towards someone else in the circle. 

3. Whenever someone is doing the “bunny, bunny” sequence, the people to their immediate 
right and left turn towards the bunny person, wave their hands in the air, jump from foot to foot, 
and yell “tiki tiki tiki tiki,” again taking care to say each “tiki” on the beat. 



Hi, My Name is Joe 
There are many variations of this game but this is our favorite! 
 
How it Works 
1. Start in a circle. This song has a beat so feel the rhythm! 
2. See each verse with the rhythm.  On the last line, you’ll keep adding a body part until you are 
really moving!  To make it more challenging, keep speeding up the words and body movements 
with each verse. 
 
Verse 1 
Hi, my name is Joe. 
I’ve got a wife and 3 kids and I work in a button factory. 
One day, the boss comes along and says Joe, Joe, Joe, 
You work too slow, slow, slow. 
You gotta move your right arm just so. 

(begin waving right arm from right to left) 
 
Verse 2 
Hi, my name is Joe. 
I’ve got a wife and 3 kids and I work in a button factory. 
One day, the boss comes along and says Joe, Joe, Joe, 
You work too slow, slow, slow. 
You gotta move your left arm just so. 

(begin waving left arm from left to right while still waving the right arm) 
 
Now keep repeating the first 4 lines, but keep adding to the last line. 
 
Verse 3 
You gotta move your right foot just so. 

(Still waving both arms, now move right foot.with a tap forward and back) 
 
Verse 4 
You gotta move your left foot just so. 

(Add left foot to the mix by tapping left foot forward & back then switch to right. 
Each time your arms wave outward a foot should also be tapping forward) 

 
Verse 5 
You gotta move your head just so. 

(Both arms and both feet are moving and now move head side to side) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Boom Chicka Boom 
(Stand in a circle and repeat after leader for each line) 
 
I said a boom chicka boom  
I said a boom chicka boom 
I said a booma chicka rocka chicka rocka chicka boom 
Uh huh 
Oh yeah 
One more time 
(________) style   (pick a style!) 

  
Janitor Style:  
I said a Broom Sweep-a Broom  
I said a Broom Sweep-a Broom  
I said a Broom Sweep-a Mop-a Sweep-a Mop-a Sweep-a Broom  
 
Valley Girl Style:  
I said like boom chicka boom  
I said a totally boom chicka boom  
I said like boom chicka like rocka chicka like gag me with a spoon  
 
Barn-yard Style:  
I said a moo chicka moo  
I said a moo chicka moo  
I said a moo chicka watch your step, don't track it in the room.  
 
Race Car Style:  
I said a vroom shifta vroom  
I said a vroom shifta vroom  
I said a vroom shifta grind-a shifta grind-a shifta vroom  
 
Parent Style:  
I said a boom GO TO YOUR ROOM  
I said a boom GO TO YOUR ROOM  
I said a boom GO TO YOUR ROOM and don't come out 'til next June.  
 
Cheerleader Style:  
I said a Boom-Go-Fight-Boom  
I said a Boom-Go-Fight-Boom  
I said a Boom Go-Fight-Win Go-Fight-Win Go-Fight-Boom  
 
Taco Bell Style:  
I said a bean chicka bean  
I said a bean chicka bean  
I said a bean and cheese burrito and a nacho supreme. 



McDonalds Style: 
I said a Big Mac and Fries 
I said a Big Mac and Fries  
I said a Big Mac and Fries and dont forget to Super Size.  
 

Photographer Style: 
I said a zoom clicka zoom. 
I said a zoom clicka zoom.  
I said a zoom clicka Smile Watch the Birdie clicka zoom. 
 

End of the World Style: 
I said a Doom Chicka Doom. 
I said a Doom Chicka Doom. 
I said a Doom Chicka *Huge Explosion Noise* Chicka *Huge Explosion Noise* Chicka Doom. 
 

Thunderstorm Style: 
I said a boom crasha boom 
I said a boom crasha boom 
I said a boom crasha flasha crasha flasha crasha boom 
 

Surfer Style: 
I said a dude chicka dude 
I said a dude chicka dude 
I said a dude chicka wipe out chicka WHOA chicka dude 
 

Conservation Style: 
I said a tree hug a tree 
I said a tree hug a tree 
I said save the whales, save the gas, save the water, hug a tree 
 

Librarian Style: 
I said a book read a book 
I said a book read a book 
I said a book choose a novel, keep it quiet, read a book 
 

Bee Style: 
I said a Bzzzz chicka Bzzzz 
I said a Bzzzz chicka Bzzzz 
I said a Bzzzz flower nectar pollen honey chicka Bzzzz 
 

Cellphone Style: 
I said a call me on my cell 
I said a call me on my cell 
I said a call me, text me, call me, text me, call me on my cell 
 

Star Wars Style: 
I said a zoom chicka zoom 
I said a zoom chicka zoom 
I said a Luke I am your father Join the Dark Side chicka zoom. 
 



Tarzan 
*Leader says and does action and then group repeats 
 
Tar-zan (hands on hip) 
Swinging on a rubber band  (swing arms) 
Tarzan (hands on hip) 
Smacked into a frying pan  (smack hands together) 
Ooh that hurt  (grimace in pain) 
Now Tarzan has a tan  (slide a palm down each arm) 
  
Ja-ne  (happy little skip) 
Flying in her airplane  (flying motion with arms) 
Ja-ne  (happy little skip) 
Crashed into a freight train  (arms crash together) 
Ooh that hurt  (grimace in pain) 
Now Jane has a pain  (bend over with arm at crook of back & other hand on cane) 
And Tarzan has a tan  (palm slide) 
  
Chee-tah  (arms up like claws by upper chest) 
Walkin' down the street-a  (strut walk) 
Chee-tah  (arms up like claws by upper chest) 
Got eaten by an amoeb-a  (moving body downward with arms flailing) 
Ooh that hurt  (grimace in pain) 
Now Cheetah is velveeta   (hands to face like you've run into a wall) 
And Jane has a pain  (bend over with arm at crook of back & other hand on cane) 
And Tarzan has a tan  (palm slide) 
 
Eights 
How it Works 
A quick game to warm up muscles! 
Say “1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8” and repeat as shake right arm 8 times, left arm 8 times, right leg 8 times, 
left leg 8 times. 
Say “1-2-3-4” as shake right arm 4 times, left arm 4 times, right leg 4 times, left leg 4 times. 
Say “1-2” as shake right arm 2 times, left arm 2 times, right leg 2 times, left leg 2 times. 
Say “1” as shake right arm 1 time, left arm 1 time, right leg 1 time, left leg time. 
  
Figure Eights 
How it Works 
Excellent game to warm up those muscles. 
1. Everybody scatter around, stand up relaxedly. Ask the players to make an '8' movement with 
their left big toe, then their left foot, then whole left leg. Repeat with right toe/foot/leg. 
2. Repeat with left index finger, left hand, left lower arm, left arm. Repeat with right 
hand/finger/arm. Try both arms. In opposite directions. 
3. Make 8-shaped movements with your pelvis. Try horizontally and vertically. Try changing 
direction. 
4. Ditto for left shoulder, right shoulder, both shoulders. Ditto for your head. 
 



Big Booty 
How it Works 
At its most basic, this is a call and response game. Players form a circle and designate 

someone as Big Booty. Big Booty will lead the game. Starting at Big Booty's left, everyone is 

assigned a number, counting up from 1. Big Booty begins the game by clapping a basic 4/4 

rhythm and with a simple chant. Tap your thighs on beats 1 and 3.  Clap on beats 2 and 4. 

(There are variations on the chant, and some are very complex. The one provided below is 

probably the most basic.) 

Ahhhhhhhh (wave hands in air) 

Big booty, big booty,big booty, Uuuuuuuuh-huh. 

(And then Big Booty calls someone's number out.) 

Big Booty Number 3. 

(That player will respond by calling their own number out and then someone else’s number) 

Number 3!  (themselves)  Number 5!  (new person) 

That player responds by calling out their number and then someone else's. 

Number 5! Number 2! 

Number 2! Number 8! 

This sets the pattern, as players call out numbers, responding when their numbers are called, 

and calling out new numbers or Big Booty himself. Rhythm is very important in this game; it 

doesn't matter what number you call out, as long as you keep it within the basic 4/4 time. 

What if someone screws up? 
If someone screws up in any way (fail to respond when their name is called, say a number that 
doesn't exist, glaringly drop the rhythm) then they will be sent to the right of Big Booty. Everyone 
changes their number appropriately. For example, if Number 3 screws up, he goes to Big 
Booty's right. Number 4 now takes his old spot and becomes the new #3, Number 5 becomes 4, 
6 becomes 5, and so on. In this scenario, Numbers 1 and 2 do not change, because they didn't 
move in this shift. Big Booty remains Big Booty and starts the chant all over again. As more 
people shift positions, the more likely it is that someone will screw up. 
 

CHALLENGE 
Add a “Break it Down.”  For example, Number 3 wants to do a break it down, so when called, 
he/she responds “Number 6, break it down!”  Then Number 6 steps into the center and dances 
8 beats as everyone beat boxes.  Then Number 6 must return to place in time to start the chant 
again, ie. Number 6, Number 1.” Don’t forget to choose Big Booty to chant or to break it down! 


